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The PS2 port of this game was released on
January 27, 2004 and came in North America

packaged with a CD of Clock Tower and Tokyo
Mode. This version was a Deluxe Edition with
voice chat and downloadable content for an

additional $14.95. This version also contained a
theater mode and full screen graphics mode. The
PS3 port was released on December 27, 2009 and

came in North America packaged with a CD of
Clock Tower and Tokyo Mode. This version was a
Deluxe Edition with voice chat and downloadable
content for an additional $14.95. This version also
contained a theater mode and full screen graphics
mode. The Wii U port was released on September
14, 2013 and came in North America packaged
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with a CD of Clock Tower and Tokyo Mode. This
version was a Deluxe Edition with voice chat and
downloadable content for an additional $14.95.
This version also contained a theater mode and

full screen graphics mode. The Nintendo 3DS port
was released on June 13, 2014 and came in North
America packaged with a CD of Clock Tower and
Tokyo Mode. This version was a Deluxe Edition

with voice chat and downloadable content for an
additional $14.95. This version also contained a

theater mode and full screen graphics mode. The
PlayStation 4 and PlayStation Vita ports were
released on September 18, 2015 and were

released in the North America packaged with a CD
of Clock Tower and Tokyo Mode. This version was

a Deluxe Edition with voice chat and
downloadable content for an additional $14.95.

My Super Tower 3 Deluxe Edition Download For Windows PC

The Super Deluxe Edition has the same map
design as the original game, as well as the

soundtrack, which is a very well done remaster by
the way. The remixing of the iconic theme song
done by The Beagles is commendable, as is the
remake of the other 3 music tracks, except one.
The fact that the soundtrack is also included in
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the game is a huge bonus for those interested in
that aspect. Included in the Super Deluxe Edition
is one of the best items in my book, an alternate

costume for the character. In the version I
purchased, this is the new costume for the "Super

Soldier" version of the character. You get the
costume in your Super Deluxe Edition, and it is
based on a previously released downloadable
character skin that had been available on the

Digital Deluxe Edition for a short period of time. In
the Windows version, the game does not contain
the character's names. To be on the safe side, we

suggest installing a tool like AdAware Search &
Destroy 4 to scan for all possible adware or

malicious software. You can do that by
downloading AdAware Search & Destroy 4 here. If
you are a 15 minute Windows user and happen to

have downloaded this game, we suggest you
change the game's library location to

E:\drive\Nintendo\Donkey Kong Country\
drive\Nintendo\Donkey Kong

Country\roms\The_Great Prism Shift the 3D
Information Developer Synthesia ( Jinx ) Publisher
Imangi Studios Supported platform(s) Windows XP
and upOS X 10.6 and up Release Date August 12,

2012 Last updated (version) October 10, 2012
Price Unknown In-Game Purchases Unknown
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Genre(s) Unknown Age rating Unknown Game
engine Unknown In-game details Tracks 27 Bloon

Types 11 (+ 2 Camo & Regrowth categories)
Towers 17 (+ 4 Special Agents ) 5ec8ef588b
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